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IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE (F.T.C.),     
LAKHIMPUR, NORTH LAKHIMPUR. 

 P R E S E N T 
Sri P.C. Kalita, A.J.S., 
Additional Sessions Judge (F.T.C.), 
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur. 

Sessions Case No.30(NL)2017. 
U/s- 457/354/306 of the I.P.C. 

          State of Assam 
      -Versus- 
Sri Tanmoy Gogoi, …... Accused. 

 

A P P E A R A N C E 
For the State  :  Mr. M.P. Hazarika, Ld. Addl. P.P. 
For the Accused  :  Mr. P. Saikia, Ld. Advocate.

Date of evidence : 09.03.2018, 26.04.2018.  
Argument heard on : 11.02.2019, 16.03.2019, 13.06.2019,

  09.07.2019, 02.08.2019, 31.08.2019,
  27.09.2019.

Judgment delivered on : 06.11.2019.
 

                                J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T 

1. The  prosecution  case,  inter-alia,  in  brief,  is  that  on

21.05.2016, informant Smti Parul Gogoi lodged an ejahar (Ext.2) at

Bihpuria  P.S.  alleging that  on 20.05.2016 at  about  2:30 a.m.  (late-

night)  the  accused  person  namely,  Sri  Tanmoy  Gogoi  unlawfully

entered into the bed room of her daughter-in-law namely, Boby Gogoi

(aged 38 years) by opening the bamboo door of her kitchen and while

the  accused  person  attempted  to  commit  bad  acts  upon  her  said

daughter-in-law, her family members caught red-handed the accused
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person and then handed over to the police. Thereafter, her daughter-in-

law committed suicide by drowning into a pond taking the advantage

of darkness of night, which she (deceased) was compelled to do due to

such acts of the accused person.

2. On  receipt  of  the  ejahar,  a  case  was  registered  vide

Bihpuria P.S. Case No.329/2016 dtd.21.5.2016 u/s- 457/354(A)/306 of

IPC and then the police conducted the investigation of the case and

after completion of the investigation submitted charge-sheet u/s- 457/

354(A)/306 of IPC against the accused person namely, Sri Tanmoy

Gogoi @ Nana.

3. On production of the accused person before the learned

Committal Court, the learned Magistrate after giving copy of the case

to him and notifying the learned Public Prosecutor committed the case

to the Court of Sessions. 

4. The  case  is  received  by  this  Court  on  transfer  for

disposal. On production of the accused person before this Court and

after hearing both sides charges under section- 306/494 of IPC are

framed against him, the same are read over and explained to him to

which he has pleaded not guilty. 

5. During the trial  prosecution  has  examined as  many as

8(eight)  witnesses.  After  closure  of  the  prosecution  witnesses,  the

accused  person  is  examined  u/s-  313  of  Cr.P.C.  The  pleas  of  the

accused person are of total denial and he has declined to adduce any

defence evidence. 

6. POINT FOR DETERMINATION:

i)  Whether the accused person, on the intervening night
of 20.05.2016 and 21.05.2016  at about 2:30 A.M. at ward No.3 under
Bihpuria  P.S.,  committed  the  offence  of  lurking  house-trespass  by
entering into the dwelling house of informant- Smti Parul Gogoi, for
the  purpose  of  commit  offence,  and  thereby  committed  offence
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punishable under Section 457 of IPC, as alleged?
      ii)  Whether the accused person on the same date, time
and place, assaulted (or used criminal force) to one Boby Gogoi, the
daughter-in-law of informant Smti Parul Gogoi, with intent to disrobe
her or abetted or conspired to assault or used such criminal force at
her  intending  to  outrage  or  knowing  it  to  be  likely  that  by  such
assault, the accused will be outraged or caused to be outraged her
modesty by disrobing or compelled to be naked on any public place,
and thereby committed offence punishable under Section 354 of IPC,
as alleged? 

iii)  Whether the accused person on the same date, time
and place, one Boby Gogoi, aged 38 years- the daughter-in-law of the
informant Smti Parul Gogoi committed suicide by jumping in a pond
and the accused abetted the commission by outraging her modesty
and thereby committed offence punishable under Section 306 of IPC,
as alleged?
         

DISCUSSIONS, DECISION & REASONS THEREOF:

7. I have carefully perused the evidence and the materials

available in the case record. Heard arguments advanced by the Ld.

Advocates of both sides. Now, let us examine the evidence on record

to decide the case at hand.         

8. PW.1, Dr. Dhrubajyoti Borgohain (M/O), stated that on

20.05.2016  he  was  serving  at  North  Lakhimpur  Civil  Hospital  as

Medical and Health Officer- I on postmortem duty. On that day, he

performed postmortem examination on the dead body of Boby Gogoi,

female, Hindu, aged 38 years who was a resident of Ward No.3, Ahom

Gaon under  Bihpuria  P.S.  who was referred  by Bihpuria  P.S.  with

reference to G.D. Entry No.489 dtd. 21.5.2016 and the dead body was

escorted  by  UBC/  48  Sri  Lakhi  Borah  along  with  husband  of  the

deceased Sonmoni Gogoi. As per history the dead body was brought

from a pond situated nearby the residence of Sonmoni Gogoi and the

dead  body  was  identified  by  Sonmoni  Gogoi,  husband  of  the

deceased.
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On examination he found as follows:

Built average, mixed complexion, rigor-mortis positive.

Froth  was  in  the  mouth.  Stomach  was  fully  fluid.  Scalp,  skull,

vertebrae & membrane NAD. Brain matters were congested. Uterus

was normal in size.  Both the lungs were congested. Fluid was inside

the lungs, ballooning of the lungs. No any sign of injury.

In his opinion, the cause of death of the deceased was

due to asphyxia as a result of drowning which was ante-mortem in

nature.

Ext.1  is  the  postmortem  report  and  Ext.1(1)  is  his

signature thereon. 

9. PW.2, Smti Parul Gogoi (informant), stated that Ext.2 is

the ejahar lodged by her and Ext.2(1) is her signature thereon. The

deceased Boby Gogoi was her daughter-in-law and the accused person

is her relative. The occurrence took place about 2 years back. On the

night of occurrence, at about 2:30 a.m., she had gone to the kitchen to

drink water,  while  saw the door  of  the kitchen was being opened.

When she was going to know as to who had opened the door, then she

saw her  deceased  daughter-in-law and  the  accused  person  were  in

illicit acts in the bedroom of the deceased. She also saw her grandson

namely, Indumoni Gogoi (aged 12 years) in sleeping in the bed. At

that time, she raised hue and cry and the accused person tried to flee

away, but on being called by her, her grandson Hemanta Gogoi, who

is now 20 years of age, went to that room, where a scuffling took

place between the accused person and her said grandson. Though the

accused person tried to flee away from the place of occurrence, but

both her grandsons tied up the accused person upon a mango tree. At

that time, many people gathered at the place of occurrence and after

few moments, they came to know that the deceased had disappeared
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from  the  house.  In  the  meantime,  police  arrived  at  the  place  of

occurrence. They saw the Sador of her daughter-in-law on the bank of

the pond. Later on, the police recovered her daughter-in-law from the

pond  in  dead  condition.  The  deceased  committed  suicide  due  to

shame, for having found in doing illicit acts with the accused person.

She knows the accused person, who is also known as Mana in their

village. The police recorded her statement. 

10. PW.3,  Sri  Sonmoni  Gogoi  (husband  of  the  deceased),

stated that the informant is his mother. He knows the accused person.

The occurrence took place about two years back and on the day of

occurrence,  he was at  Guwahati  working as vehicle  driver.  On the

night of alleged occurrence, his elder son Hemanta Gogoi informed

him over telephone that  something had happened in his  house,  for

which he had to come home. On next morning, he reached home and

came to know from his other family members and the villagers that

there  was  illicit  relationship  between  his  deceased  wife  and  the

accused person. The police recovered his deceased wife from a nearby

pond of his house in dead condition. He heard from the villagers that

his wife had committed suicide due to having her illicit relationship

with the accused person.

11. PW.4,  Sri  Hemanta  Gogoi  (grandson  of  informant),

stated that the deceased was his mother. He knows the accused person.

The occurrence took place about two years back, at about 1:30 – 2:00

a.m. inside their house.  On the alleged night,  his grand-mother, on

awaking from her sleep,  found the front  door of  their  house being

opened  and  thereafter,  she  (grandmother)  called  him.  He  and  his

grandmother saw the room of his mother. His father used to work as

driver staying outside the house. He sleeps in his grandmother’s room

and his younger brother Indumoni used to sleep with his mother. After
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going to the room of his mother, both he and his grandmother saw his

mother along with the accused person in doing illicit acts inside the

said room. At that time, his younger brother was sleeping in the bed

there. They raised hue and cry and on seeing them, the accused person

and his mother had gone out of the house. He and his grandmother

tried  to  catch  the  accused  person,  who  tried  to  escape  from their

hands.  At  that  time  some  local  people  arrived  at  that  place  and

informed the matter to police.  They could not trace out their mother.

He went to the house of his maternal uncle in search of his mother, but

did not find her there. Later on, on his return home from the house of

his maternal uncle, he came to know that the police had recovered his

mother  in  dead  condition  from a  nearby  pond  of  their  house.  He

thought  that  feeling  regrets  by  his  mother  for  having  illicit

relationship  of  his  mother  with  the  accused  person  his  mother

committed suicide. The accused person was liable for the death of his

mother.   

12. PW5,  Sri  Mintu  Gogoi  (  a  co-villager),  stated  that  he

knows both the parties. The occurrence took place about two years

back. On the alleged night, he was sleeping in his house and on late

night, he heard hue and cry in the house of informant. He did not go to

the place of occurrence due to bad weather. In the morning, going to

the place of occurrence, he saw the accused person being kept tying.

While he was at the place of occurrence, the police recovered the dead

body  of  Boby  Gogoi  from a  pond.  He  cannot  say  as  to  how the

deceased had died.

13. PW6,  Sri  Satya  Gogoi  (a  neighbour),  stated  that  he

knows both the parties.  The alleged incident took place about 1 ½

years back in the house of informant. On hearing hue and cry, he went

to the house of informant, where he saw the accused person being
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kept tying. He also saw the villagers at that place. On being asked,

Hemanta Gogoi told him that the accused person had committed illicit

acts upon his mother. Later on, the police recovered the dead body of

the deceased Boby Gogoi from pond. He thought that due to the fault

on the part of the accused person Boby Gogoi died.

14. PW7, Sri Pallab Kalita (co-villager), stated that he knows

the informant, deceased Boby Gogoi as well as the accused person.

Sonmoni is his neighbour. The occurrence took place, one day, about

1½ - 2 years back at late night in the house of informant. He heard hue

and cry in the house of Sonmoni and at that time, he went to the said

house,  where  he  saw  the  son  of  Sonmoni  namely,  Hemanta  was

preparing  to  tie-up  the  accused  person.  At  that  time,  some  other

persons also gathered there. On being asked, Hemanta told him that he

(Hemanta) had seen her mother having illicit acts with the accused

person  and  the  younger  brother  of  Hemanta  told  them  that  their

mother had run away from the house, but they failed to ascertain as to

where  their  mother  had  gone.  They  made  efforts  to  search  Boby

Gogoi and later on, they saw one sador of Boby Gogoi lying by the

side of a pond. Thereafter, the police recovered the dead body of Boby

Gogoi from the said pond. So far  his knowledge is concerned,  the

alleged  occurrence  took  place  due  to  the  fault  on  the  part  of  the

accused person.

15. PW8, Sri Rudra Sonowal, S/I of police (I/O), stated that

On 21.05.2016, he was serving as an Attached Officer at Bihpuria P.S.

and on that day, informant one Smti Parul Gogoi lodged an ejahar at

the said P.S. On receipt of the ejahar, the then  O/C of Bihpuria P.S.

registered  a  case  vide   Bihpuria  P.S.  case  No.329/16,  u/s-

457/354(A)/306  of  IPC  and  entrusted  me  to  investigate  the  case.

During  investigation,  he  visited  the  place  of  occurrence,  recorded
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statements of the witnesses including the informant u/s-161, Cr.P.C.

Inquest was done through the Executive Magistrate on the dead body

of the deceased in presence of the witnesses. Thereafter, he sent the

dead  body  to  North  Lakhimpur  Civil  Hospital  for  postmortem

examination. He prepared the sketch map of the place of occurrence.

He arrested the accused person and produced him before the Court.

On completion of the investigation and finding materials, submitted

charge sheet against the accused person u/s- 457/354(A)/306 of IPC.

Ext.3 is Form of F.I.R. and Ext.3(1) is the signature of the then O/C of

Bihpuria  P.S.  Sri  Dhaneswar  Das,  which  he  knows.  Ext.4  is  the

Inquest report. Ext.5 is the sketch map of the place of occurrence and

Ext.5(1)  is  his  signature  thereon.  Ext.6  is  the  charge  sheet  and

Ext.6(1) is his signature thereon.

Appreciation of evidence:
(Offence u/s-306 of I.P.C.)

     

16. Smti Parul Gogoi (P.W.2) is the informant cum- mother-

in-law of the deceased Boby Gogoi and Sri Hemanta Gogoi (P.W.4) is

the  son  of  the  deceased  respectively,  who  claim  to  be  the  eye-

witnesses of the initial  incident of illicit acts between the deceased

Boby Gogoi and the accused person.

 Describing the incident PW2 stated that on the night of

occurrence, at about 2:30 a.m. (late- night) she awoke up from sleep

to  drink water,  and then she  saw her  daughter-in-law Boby Gogoi

(since deceased) and the accused lying on the ground of her (Boby

Gogoi)  room having  illicit  acts.  On  being  called,  Hemanta  Gogoi

(PW4),  her  grand-son,  came out  and he also  saw both of  them in

doing illicit acts. Accused tried to flee away, but her two grandsons

caught  hold  the  accused  and  tied  up  him  in  a  tree.  Her  further

deposition is that by this time, her daughter-in-law Boby Gogoi was
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missing from the house. On being informed, the police came. It is also

in her evidence that the Sador worn by the deceased Boby Gogoi was

found lying near the pond of their residence and then police recovered

the dead body of Bobi Gogoi from the pond. According to her, her

daughter-in-law had committed suicide by drowning into the water of

their  pond  due  to  her  having  found  in  doing  illicit  acts  with  the

accused.

In cross,  P.W.2 has denied the defence suggestion that

she did not see the accused and her daughter-in-law sleeping together

in objectionable condition. She has also denied the defence suggestion

that she had stated falsely that her daughter-in-law and the accused

were held together in illicit acts, and her daughter-in-law for the said

immoral  acts,  out  of  shame and stigma to  her  life  had committed

suicide.

17.     PW4,  Hemanta  Gogoi  (grandson  of  the  informant  and

son of the deceased Boby Gogoi), has fully corroborated the aforesaid

testimony of PW.2 by saying that going to the place of occurrence i.e.

the bedroom of his mother, he found his mother and the accused lying

inside the room of his mother engaging themselves in illicit acts and

then, he (PW4) caught hold of the accused and tied up against a tree.

After  a  while,  the  dead body of  his  mother  was  recovered by the

police from a near pond of his house, he added.

During cross,  PW.4 has  denied  the defence  suggestion

that he did not hold his mother and the accused person while doing

illicit acts and for that his mother had not died. He also denied that

unfortunately, due to darkness his mother had fallen down into the

water and died. 

18. Thus, PW2 and PW4 have consistently deposed that on

the night of occurrence, they saw Boby Gogoi and the accused person
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engaged themselves in illicit acts on the ground in the room of the

deceased and that, after sometime of this incident, the dead body of

the deceased was recovered from the pond nearby their house. 

19. The fact that the deceased Boby Gogoi and the accused

person were caught red handed by PW.2 and P.W.4 while engaging

themselves in illicit acts  and that thereafter, the deceased Boby Gogoi

had died by drowning into the water of the pond nearby their house,

has  not  been  contradicted  by  the  defence,  during   their  cross-

examination.

On the other hand, these PW.2 and PW.4 were subjected

to grilling cross-examination by the defence, but the material portions

of  their  evidence  remained intact,  though they have  failed  to  give

specific description of their engaging themselves in such illicit acts.

So, their testimony attracts confidence of this Court.

20. PW3, Sonmoni Gogoi (son of the informant and husband

of deceased Boby Gogoi), who was away from home on the date of

occurrence,  though  not  an  eye-witness  of  the  incident,  but  has

supported the prosecution case to the effect that immediately after the

occurrence arriving at home he heard from his family members and

the villagers that there was illicit relationship between his deceased

wife and the accused person and the police recovered the dead body

from the pond and due to her having such illicit relationship with the

accused person, she has committed suicide.

21. PW1 (M.O.)  has opined that the cause of  death of  the

deceased was due to asphyxia as a result of drowning which was ante-

mortem in nature.

Thus, the M.O. has supported the fact that the deceased

had died by drowning.

22. PW5, PW6 and PW7 are co-villagers of the informant,
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who have corroborated the prosecution case to the effect that they on

hearing hue and cry in the home of the informant, going there they

saw the accused person being kept tying against a tree, recovery of the

dead body of deceased Boby Gogoi from the pond nearby the house

of informant. According to P.W.6 and P.W.7, due to the fault on the

part of the accused, deceased Bobi Gogoi had committed suicide.

23. PW8,  the  Investigating  Officer  (I.O.),  has  proved  the

inquest report as Ext.4 and the charge-sheet as Ext.6.

This is the initial part of the incident. Regarding the end

part of the incident, it is true that none of the prosecution witnesses

had seen Boby Gogoi drowning into the water of the pond situated

nearby the house of informant.

Law Points 

(Abetment)

24. Section 107 of I.P.C. defines Abetment of a thing as
follows:

“A person person abets the doing of a thing, who-
 Firstly- Instigates any person to do that thing; or
 Secondly – Engages with one or more other person or

person in any  conspiracy  for the doing of  that  thing,  if  an act  or
illegal omission takes place in pursuance of that conspiracy, and in
order to the doing of that thing; or

Thirdly-  Intentionally  aids,  by  any  act  or  illegal
omission, the doing of that thing.”

25. P.W.2  and  P.W.4  categorically  stated  that  Boby  Gogoi

(since deceased) out of shy and stigma to her life after she (deceased)

was  caught  red  handed  with  the  accused  in  engaging  in  immoral

activities,  ended her life by drowning in the pond, after some time of

their such illicit engagement. Therefore, there is definitely a proximity

and  nexus  between  the  earlier  incident  with  that  of  the  suicide

committed by the deceased.
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26. Thus, the accused by his acts creates a situation which

leads  the  deceased  perceiving  no  other  opinion  except  to  commit

suicide, which amounts  to abetment, as defined u/s- 107 of IPC. 

(Offence u/s- 354 of I.P.C.)

27. P.W.2,  informant-cum-mother-in-law  of  the  deceased

Boby Gogoi and P.W.4, son of the deceased Boby Gogoi, stated that

they  saw the  deceased  Boby Gogoi  and  the  accused  person  while

engaging  in  immoral  activities.  The  victim  Boby  Gogoi,  after

sometime of the said incident, had committed suicide by drowning in

the pond.

     It is, thus, seen that the ingredients of offence u/s- 354 of

I.P.C. are lacking in the instant case.

(Offence u/s- 457 of I.P.C.)

28. P.W.2,  informant-cum-mother-in-law  of  the  deceased

Boby Gogoi, stated that she saw the accused person and her deceased

daughter-in-law Boby Gogoi  engaging in  illicit  acts  on the  ground

inside the room of her daughter-in-law. Likewise, P.W.2 also stated

that  he  saw  the  deceased  Boby  Gogoi  and  the  accused  person

engaging  themselves  in  immoral  activities  inside  the  room  of

deceased  Boby  Gogoi.  They  are  silent  regarding  lurking  house

trespass by the accused.

29. P.W.4,  P.W.5,  P.W.6  and  P.W.7  do  not  support  the

allegation of lurking house trespass by the accused by entering into

the dwelling house of the informant.

But, there are sufficient incriminating materials to show

that the accused person had committed house trespass by entering into

the dwelling house of the informant.

30. It is noticed from the cross-examination of P.W.8 (I.O.)

that the defence has elicited some purported contradictions of P.W.2,
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PW.3, PW.4, PW.6 and PW.7 with their statements, recorded u/s- 161

of Cr.P.C. which were, in fact not specifically suggested to them.

      In Bidhan Nath Parijat Kusum Nath & Ors.- vs- State

of Assam [(2001) 1 GLR 557)], the Hon'ble Gauhati High Court

held that over importance should not be attached to omissions,

contradictions and minor discrepancies which do not  go to the

root of the mater and shake the basic version of the prosecution.

     In the present case, as discussed above, the prosecution

has  laid consistent  and convincing evidence  to  the effect  that  they

found the accused and deceased Boby Gogoi engaging themselves in

illicit acts and that, the recovery of dead body of Boby Gogoi from a

Pond, after sometime of their such immoral acts. Considered thus, in

the opinion of this Court, the purported contradictions cannot legally

be  accepted  to  be  either  material  omissions  amounting  to

contradictions and as such, do not render their evidence unreliable.

31.    There is no evidence on record to show that there was

previous animosity between the two families to falsely implicate the

accused in the present case.

32. In  view  of  the  above  discussions  and  considering  all

these  aspects,  I  hold  that  the  prosecution  has  proved  its  case  u/s-

448/306  of  IPC  against  the  accused  person  beyond  all  reasonable

doubts, but has failed to prove the case u/s- 457/354 of IPC against

the accused person beyond all reasonable doubts. Hence, I found the

accused person guilty u/s- 448/306 of IPC and convict him under the

said sections of law. The accused person is acquitted from the offence

u/s 457/354 of IPC. 

Considering the nature and gravity of the offence, it  is

held that the accused person is not entitled to get the benefits of the
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provisions of law.

33. I have heard the accused person on the point of sentence

in view of the provisions of Section 235(2) of Cr.P.C.

Accused person submits that he is a mason, having his

old parents to look after them. So, he prays to treat him leniently. 

34. However, considering the facts and circumstances of the

case and also considering the submission of the accused person, this

Court is of the considered view is that imposition of lesser sentence

will  meet  the  ends  of  justice.  Accordingly,  I  sentence  the  accused

person to suffer R.I. for 2(two) years and to pay a fine of Rs.5,000/-

(Rupees  five  thousand)  only,  i/d  to  suffer  S.I.  for  another  6(six)

months for the offence u/s- 306 of IPC, and to suffer R.I. for 6(six)

months and to pay a fine of Rs.1,000/- (Rupees one thousand) only,

i/d to suffer S.I. for another 2(two) months for the offence u/s- 448 of

IPC. Both the sentences will run concurrently.

35. The  period  of  detention  already  undergone  by  the

accused person as UTP, shall stand set off, as per Sec.428 of Cr.P.C.

36. Furnish free copy of the Judgment to the accused person

as per Section 363 of Cr.P.C. 

37.   Send a copy of this Judgment to the District Magistrate,

Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur u/s- 365 of Cr.P.C.

38.    The case is disposed of accordingly.

Given under my hand and seal of this Court this the 6th

day of November, 2019.

                      (P.C. Kalita) 
              Addl. Sessions Judge (FTC),

                                   Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur. 
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Dictated & Corrected by me: 

(P.C. Kalita) 
Addl. Sessions Judge (FTC), 
Lakhimpur, North Lakhimpur. 

Transcribed & typed by me: 
 Sri  Manish Kumar, (Steno) 

A P P E N D I X: 
Prosecution witnesses: 
PW.1, Dr. Dhrubajyoti Borgohain 
PW.2, Smti Parul Gogoi 
PW.3, Sri Sonmoni Gogoi 
PW.4, Sri Hemanta Gogoi 
PW5, Sri Mintu Gogoi 
PW6, Sri Satya Gogoi
PW7, Sri Pallab Kalita 
PW8, Sri Rudra Sonowal

Prosecution exhibits: 
Ext.1- Postmortem report 
Ext.2- Ejahar
Ext.3- Form of F.I.R.
Ext.4- Inquest report
Ext.5- Sketch map
Ext.6- Charge sheet 

Defence  witnesses:
Nil. 

Defence exhibits:
Nil 

( P.C. Kalita) 
Addl. Sessions Judge, (F.T.C), 
Lakhimpur,  North  Lakhimpur


